Ruffa, Kathy Travis, Anton San Diego, Bonnie Gokson, Ricco and Tina O'Campo and Veronica Chevalier
Viva Sevva
A STUNNING VISTA IS THE BACKDROP FOR THE LAUNCH OF THE CITY'S LATEST HOT SPOT
The partygoing ways of high society barely stopped for a second after the massive Louis Vuitton celebrations of Friday night. Mere hours after the West Kowloon bash ended,
tycoons and tai-tais rose to get dressed for the opening of Sevva, Bonnie Gokson's much-anticipated new restaurant venture.
Perched on the top floor of Prince's Building, with stunning views of the Hong Kong skyline visible both from floor-to-ceiling windows, as well as a gargantuan wraparound terrace,
the restaurant was all that has to be expected of the seasoned restaurant mogul, and more.
(SEVVA GRAND OPENING 15.3.2008 VENUE 25/F Prince's Building MENU Clay pot rice, Taiwanese beef noodles; Shanghaiese wontons; dosas with different fillings; pappardelle with
spicy chorizo aubergine; king prawn and crab roe spaghetti; braised baby octopus)
A collage of different motifs, the restaurant, which is sectioned off into five distinct areas, had something to offer everyone. On a regular night, Sevva is split into the Harbour Side,
Bank Side, Taste Bar, Terrace and Cake Corner, each serving different menus. For the opening, guests transited from one area to the next. David and Lucy Tang, who arrived relatively
early, held court mostly on the Terrace, savouring the warm afternoon sun-light. Waiters, coiffed by Kim Robinson especially for the event, carried trays of miniature cakes and other
canapés.
officially included in the dinner were free to continue guzzling champagne, and could order food from the menu as they pleased.
While busy big shots like Pansy Ho and Walter and Wendy Kwok could only make it to the party later in the evening. Gokson's sister, the recently retired Joyce Ma, was a hands-on
helper for the whole night, greeting guests and passing out plates all the while maintaining excellent humour. And it's no wonder - the food, a mixture of eastern and western
classics - was pronounced by all guests to be delicious.
To complement the dinner, a live band of the city's top musos played jazz standards. They segued into a funkier set of party tracks and crescendoed into a spectacular jam session
that featured late arriving musicians and singers, to the delight of music fans William Pfeiffer and Markus Shaw.
The party finally began to wind down at 4 am, some ten hours after the doors opened - a fortuitous sign that Sevva will have success to savour in the years to come.

